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(13) Ankalaev vs. Cutelaba 
Light Heavyweight Bout 

This is an unreal fight to kick off  the main card. These two guys have had a lot of  time to think 
about each other since their first fight back in February. This fight has been cancelled twice, but 
they’ve been eager to get back in the ring after a grossly incorrect stoppage in the first round of  
the first fight. There isn’t much to take from the film on the first bout, other than Ankalaev likely 
having the power advantage. He went straight 
for Cutelaba’s head using roundhouses and 
overhands and stunned him early. Ankalaev has 
great conditioning, but I question whether he’ll 
be able to sustain that pace for the full 15 
minutes. My one criticism of  his game is that all 
of  his strikes are power strikes, which can cause 
him to gas out a bit. But when he gets tired, he 
falls back on his wrestling. Magomed Ankalaev 
is a talented grappler, an up and comer in the 
light heavyweight division, and a classic 
Dagestani fighter. He’s a disciplined striker and 
can definitely stand and swing, but he’s an 
excellent wrestler and can do serious damage 
from full mount and side control. He has great 
takedown defense but when he does get taken 
down, he showcases elite reversal and escape 
skills. However in his UFC debut and only 
professional loss, he was caught in an arm 
triangle by Paul Craig in the closing seconds of  
what was otherwise a dominant affair in 
Ankalaev’s favor. He’s been on a warpath since 
then, winning 3 of  his next four by KO and the 
other by unanimous decision, though the 
Cutelaba knockout is obviously still open to 
interpretation. He’s shown more advanced and 
effective striking in each of  his fights, landing kicks and hooks from the outside and landing 
devastating uppercuts in the pocket. He dominates in the clinch and on the ground, Ankalaev has 
developed a complete game and is looking like a future title contender. Cutelaba will be a 
legitimate test, and I expect Ion to come out measured and patient. He has to respect the power 
of  Ankalaev after being tagged a number of  times in the first fight. Cutelaba is himself  a 
dangerous power striker, each of  his last three wins have come by knockout. If  he’s going to find 
a knockout in this fight, it will likely be from his feet. He has shown some ground and pound 
ability but his wrestling is just not on the same level as that of  Ankalaev. I also don’t see 
Cutelaba’s conditioning being an advantage for him. I think Ankalaev is going to have the 
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advantage in pretty much every facet of 
this fight, and Vegas agrees, slating him as 
a -345 favorite while Cutelaba is a +245 
underdog. The first fight would lead me to 
believe Ankalaev has the power advantage, 
but Cutelaba has shown some nasty hooks 
and elbows, I think he’s almost as powerful 
as Ankalaev, if  not, just as powerful. But 
Ankalaev has great striking speed and will 
probably be the first to land in most of  the 
close exchanges. He’s also much less 
predictable in the pocket, though neither 
of  these fighters throw very many 
combinations; both throw big shots one-at-
a-time. I’m not quite sure how Ankalaev 
will approach this fight, he came out 
swinging for the fences last time and it 
worked out. It’s hard to tell if  he only did 
that because of  the way Cutelaba has of  
getting under his opponents’ skin before the fight, or if  he truly feels he can just go after Cutelaba 
from the opening bell and find an early knockout. I can’t discount the possibility of  a repeat first-

round knockout. Even though Cutelaba 
definitely didn’t deserve to have the first 
fight stop, he was definitely wobbled early 
and ate some big shots. If  he comes out 
more measured in this one, he’s got a 
chance to survive into the third round and 
maybe steal the fight. That being said, that 
isn’t his style. He swings big and when he 
misses, he leaves his head open which you 
just can’t do against Ankalaev. If  it does get 
to the later rounds, look for Ankalaev to get 
a takedown and ware Cutelaba out while 
working in some strikes. I don’t see too 
many ways this goes the distance, the value 
will be on Ankalaev by knockout, maybe a 
first round finish prop.  

High Confidence Pick: 
Inside The Distance 

Confident Pick: 
Ankalaev by KO/TKO 

Value Pick: 
Ankalaev to Win in Round One   
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Lamas vs. Algeo 
Featherweight Bout 

Bill Algeo comes into this fight a +225 underdog in his UFC debut. The 31-year-old from 
Pennsylvania has had an unsuccessful appearance on DWCS but has had an otherwise largely 
successful career in CFFC and ROC. He’ll be making his debut against 38-year-old WEC and 
UFC veteran Ricardo Lamas, a -310 favorite who has had a rough go the last three years, losing 
to Josh Emmett (as a -280 favorite) and Calvin Kattar by knockout, both in the first round, and 
Mirsad Bektic by split decision. His most recent 
win is a 3rd round knockout of  Darren Elkins in 
November of  2018. He didn’t look great in his 
most recent fight against Calvin Kattar, but Bill 
Algeo is not the striker that Kattar or Emmett is. 
Algeo is not very disciplined on his feet and often 
tries to throw power strikes from the outside. He 
times up those trikes well, like his spinning back 
kicks and roundhouses, but he does not guard 
himself  well at all. His hands are never up and 
he relies on his footwork and head movement to 
avoid damage. That being said he’s willing to 
take a shot to get into the pocket and press in 
flurries when he gets the chance to. We could see 
a lot of  action on the ground in this fight, both 
fighters are pretty confident in their submission 
skills. Algeo has shown Jiu Jitsu dominance on 
the ground in his pro career, and it’ll be 
interesting to see how his skills translate to the 
UFC octagon. In his appearance on the 
contender series, he struggled against Brendan 
Loughnane. Algeo was constantly getting caught 
on his way into exchanges by counter jabs and 
straights. His kicks weren’t landing and his legs 
were getting chewed up by low kicks. He was 
thrown around in the clinch, and never really 
made an effort to get the fight to the ground until 
he was  desperate late in the fight. He actually got taken down a few times and immediately tried 
to get back to his feet in the earlier rounds. His conditioning is a serious question. Lamas, on the 
other hand, is a long-experienced fighter and former title challenger. He’s going to come in 
prepared and he’ll have significant advantages in grappling, both in the clinch and on the 
ground. Lamas has great counter-striking, which has proven to be a problem for Algeo in the 
past. Algeo tries to push forward which gets him caught because, again, he doesn’t keep his hands 
up. I think we’ll see Algeo rush in and try to push the pace early, and Lamas should weather the 
storm methodically. He’s gotten put out early in a couple of  his recent fights, but Algeo isn’t 
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nearly as powerful as either of  those 
former opponents of  Lamas. Lamas will 
probably look to get the fight to the 
ground, either with a double or single leg 
or by tripping from the clinch. He’ll likely 
be able to control most of  the fight from 
there and test Algeo’s conditioning. I think 
he’ll gas out late in the second round, and 
we’ll get a finish by knockout for Lamas 
late in the fight. I don’t want to entirely 
discount the possibility that Lamas wins by 
sub, It’s been a long time since he’s won by 
guillotines or triangles, but he was close to 
finishing guillotines multiple times against 
Bektic. I also think its possible we don’t get 
a finish at all, and a decision definitely 
leans Lamas. 

 

Confident Pick: 
Lamas Inside the Distance 

Hedge With: 
Lamas by Decision 

 
Value Pick: 

Lamas by Submission 
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(14) Kim vs. (14) Grasso 
Women’s Flyweight Bout 

Alexa Grasso, the #14 ranked Strawweight contender, will be making her flyweight debut in this 
bout as a heavy favorite at -330. Ji Yeon Kim, the #14 contender at flyweight, comes in as a 
+235 underdog. Grasso has had some good wins as well as some setbacks in her six-fight UFC 
career, but her losses have come against high caliber opponents. I definitely understand the move 
up to Flyweight, possibly seeing it as a more 
manageable road to a title fight. I’m looking at this 
as sort of  a make-or-break for both fighters, the 
right to have a number next to their names is on the 
line and the winner could have a top-10 matchup in 
the near future. Grasso is looking to get back on 
track after losing a questionable decision to Carla 
Esparza in an 8 vs 9 Strawweight matchup almost a 
year ago. Grasso is a patient striker. She’s 
reactionary in nature but is good at picking her 
spots to press. She’s poised in the pocket and avoids 
damage well. She has crisp combinations and 
succeeds when she can fight in space and move in 
and out. Grasso has only faced two elite grapplers 
in her career, and was submitted by Tatiana Suarez 
lost a unanimous decision to Felice Herrig, and 
struggled on the ground in a split decision win over 
Randa Markos. She has shown some good 
takedown defense, get up skills, and has shown some 
strong clinch work despite her disadvantages in 
height. All in all, Grasso is a pretty well rounded 
fighter. She’s a natural kick boxer but she does have 
the ability to take fights to the ground and do 
damage. What she can’t do is finish fights. She tends 
to pull back and try to establish control when she 
feels like she has a lead in the fight (which almost 
cost her the fight against Markos.) Her lone career 
KO took place on an Invicta card, was called too 
early, and her opponent was a pure grappler and 37 
years old. In her last fight against Carla Esparza, 
Alexa came out measured but spent a lot of  time on her back. Kim might not be as much of  a 
takedown threat as Carla Esparza was, but I still expect a patient approach from Grasso, 
especially considering her massive 8-inch disadvantage in reach. The thing about that reach 
advantage for Kim, is that she doesn’t use it very well. She has a monstrous reach for a flyweight 
woman and does try to fight from the outside, but she baits her opponents into moving forward, 
and counter punching to initiate exchanges in the pocket. The way Kim manages distance is with 
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her leg kicks. She’s comfortable with a 
high-volume striking fight at a consistent 
pace, landing power shots and counter 
punches. She has a mean right overhand 
and good footwork. When she’s 
dangerous is when she’s pushing. After 
two rounds against Justine Kish, Kim 
was obviously down 2-0 (or so it seemed. 
The deciding judge scored 30-27 for 
Kim which was absurd.) She came out in 
the third and forced a fire fight, and stole 
the victory by split decision. Kim is 
powerful when she can stand and swing 
and she becomes scary when she isn’t 
threatened by a takedown or clinch tie. 
This is exactly what happened in her last 
fight against Nadia Kassem although she 
is a much lesser striker than Kim. In that 
fight, Kim kept her distance and was able to cause a few car crashes in the second round, get the 
better of  the exchanges and then she just methodically dismantled Kassem’s head and 
midseciton. If  Kim is going to beat Grasso, that’s how it’ll happen, with her either finding the 
KO or stealing the decision late. I think the most likely result is Grasso by decision, Alexa is a 
faster striker and a much more well-rounded fighter. I think she’ll be able to tie Kim up in the 
clinch and eventually do some damage on the ground, but I’m concerned because of  the pure 
size difference. Kim will likely have the strength advantage, she’s a natural bantamweight and 
Grasso is a natural strawweight. That being said Kim has very limited grappling skills. Kim also 
has very limited submission defense skills, and Grasso has been attempting armbars and rear 

naked chokes in her recent fights. I think 
Grasso by submission could be a sneaky 
pick for big value. 

High Confidence (safe) Pick: 
Fight Goes the Distance -325 

Confident Pick: 
Grasso by Dec -170 

Value Picks: 
Grasso by Submission +800 

Under 2.5 Rounds +285 

Hedge With 
Kim Moneyline +235 
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(13) Lawler vs. (14) Magny 
Welterweight Bout 

It’s been a tough fall from the top for Robbie Lawler, the former Welterweight champion who 
successfully defended the title twice before losing it to Tyron Woodley in 2016. He bounced back 
in his next fight with a unanimous decision victory over Cowboy Cerrone, but has gone 0-3 since 
with losses to Raphael Dos Anjos and Colby Covington by unanimous decision, and Ben Askren 
by bulldog choke (though it was an incorrect stoppage.) In Saturday’s bout against Neil Magny, 
Lawler won’t have to deal with advanced wrestling the way he has in his last four losses, but he 
will have to deal with a powerful and disciplined 
striker looking to take a big step towards a title fight. 
Magny is 4-1 in his last five with the one loss coming 
by Santiago Ponzinibbio. That being said, his 
competition hasn’t been extraordinary. What we’re 
seeing from Magny at this point in his career is an 
evolution of  the way he fights. Known earlier in his 
career as a knockout artist, Magny has spoken 
recently about leaving himself  open less often and 
taking smarter chances. His last two victories have 
come by decision and he managed both fights very 
well. Magny is a -260 favorite here while Lawler 
comes in as a +190 underdog. Lawler is a balanced 
striker with a lot of  body strength. His strikes tend do 
be a bit wild but he is pretty disciplined. He succeeds 
when he’s pushing the pace of  the fight and staying 
off  the ground, mixing up his strikes and doing 
damage in the clinch. He’s a straight up brawler, and 
forcing a fire fight is his best chance to win this one. 
Magny is a long kick boxer with great power and 
timing. He does well in the clinch because of  his 
height. He’s a precision striker with solid boxing 
combinations and punch-kick combinations. I think 
Magny’s low kicks and body blows are going to cause 
problems for Lawler. I’m expecting Magny to have 
the upper hand in the clinch. In his last two fights, Magny has shown a progression in poise and 
fight IQ. He’s been at his best mixing up his striking to the head body and legs, and collaring into 
the clinch and landing body shots. He has some strong clinch throws and can hold his own on the 
ground. His top game is solid and takedowns could be an option if  he needs to slow down the 
fight at any point. Overall, opponents have had a lot more to worry about against Many as of  
late than ever before. The most impressive thing about his recent rights has been the 
establishment of  his jab. He’s always fought behind it but as of  late he’s looked like a villain on 
Scooby Doo holding Scrappy away by his forehead. The man has an 80-inch reach and if  he 
doesn’t want you penetrating it, it’s not happening. When Magny is first to the punch, he 
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dominates the exchanges and his striking 
speed is superior to that of  Lawler at this 
point in each of  their careers. If  Magny 
fights a smart fight, Lawler won’t be able 
to get inside. But if  Magny presses 
forward or initiates the clinch and gets 
stung, he might look to slow down the 
fight. If  the fight does go to the ground, 
Lawler cannot let Magny sink in leg locks 
or he’ll spend the rest of  the round there 
taking punishment. Robbie’s best bet is to 
push forward and create close exchanges 
which Santiago Ponzinibbio proved is the 
formula to beat Magny. However I don’t 
think Lawler has the conditioning to push 
pace that way for a full three rounds, and 
Ponzinnibio chopped Magny down with 
low kicks before landing the final blow. 
Lawler doesn’t use low kicks and is going 
to struggle to find his range. Magny will 
probably look to slow down Lawler’s assault with his jabs and front kicks, survive the storm and 
start asserting control of  the fight somewhere towards the middle-end of  the first round. From 
there it’ll likely be Magny staying on the outside and counter striking Lawlers power shots. 
Lawler has become very one-dimensional later in his career and it’s going to be simple for Magny 
to use his range and keep Lawler away from him. Magny is an extremely difficult fighter for 
Lawler in the sense that he wares out his opponents. Everyone seems to get tired dealing with 
Magny’s volume striking and clinch grappling. Lawler’s gas tank isn’t nearly what is used to be, 
and because of  this I’m really not concerned about him finding a late knockout if  he’s down on 

the cards. 

High Confidence Pick: 
Fight to Go the Distance  -210 

Confident Pick: 
Magny by Decision +110 

Value Pick (Longshot): 
Magny by KO/TKO +650 
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(5) Smith vs. (9) Rakic 
Welterweight Bout 

Aleksander Rakic is one of  the scariest young prospects in the UFC. He started off  his octagon 
career 4-0 with two spectacular highlight-reel knockouts over Jimi Manuwa and Devin Clark 
before losing a close decision to Volkan Oezdemir. He’s a tall kickboxer with incredible strength 
and power. His striking is advanced, intelligent and fairly disciplined. He is patient and waits for 
his chances to press for damage and eventual knockouts, 
but I think he does sometimes have a tendency to chase at 
bad times. His strikes are quick and unpredictable, he 
mixes up his targets and lands some nasty whipping leg 
kicks. His faints are hard to keep up with, he uses them to 
time his uppercuts and those punches can put you 
through the roof  of  the building. He throws a short 
overhand right but its fast and it stings. He switches 
stances well, and uses positioning to back opponents into 
the cage, putting them in positions that they can’t move 
forward from without eating punches. From his feet, 
Rakic is as scary as anyone in the light heavyweight 
division. There are a lot of  things Rakic does well, but 
none of  them are from the ground. His takedown defense 
is not strong. His clinch grappling defense is yet to be 
seen, and he’s been controlled in the little ground action 
we have seen him in. Don’t get me wrong, he isn’t inept 
on the ground but it’s not his strength. He did some good 
work in the clinch and on the ground against Volkan 
Oezdemir, but Oezdemir isn’t a strong wrestler either. His 
grappling is going to be tested in this fight, against a BJJ 
black belt and 47-fight veteran Anthony Smith. Of  all the 
big favorites on this card, Rakic is the only one that 
confuses me. I think Vegas and the betting public are severely underestimating Smith following 
his late knockout loss to Glover Texeira. First of  all, if  this fight goes to the ground, Rakic does 
not stand a snowball’s chance in hell. Smith and Rakic are on two completely different planets in 
terms of  their grappling abilities. He’s choked out some of  the best in the division, and put others 
to sleep. He fought five rounds against Jon Jones. Even on their feet, I’m not even remotely 
convinced Rakic is going to have an advantage. Rakic has to be constantly defending the 
takedown, and Smith uses level changes to set up his overhands. Smith has absolutely shown his 
knockout power in the past, he has as many career knockouts as Rakic has fights. Each fighter 
throws strong low kicks but Oezdemir has exposed that Rakic is vulnerable low defensively, and I 
expect Smith to take advantage. In fights against similar opponents such as Alexander Gustafsson 
and Oezdemir, Smith has taken measured approaches in the first round, looking to ware them 
down early and work submissions in the later rounds. Those fights were each slated for five 
rounds, while this one is scheduled for three. However I do think Smith is going to be able to test 
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Rakic’s conditioning despite the short fight. Rakic 
was gassed at the end of  his Oezdemir fight and he 
made Rakic work a lot less than Smith is going to. 
The cause of  Smith’s underdog billing in this fight is 
his KO loss to Texeira. In that fight, Smith pushed 
pace early and ended up over extending himself  in 
an attempt to put together a volume striking 
performance against a ground threat. Rakic is not 
that ground threat, and Smith is going to be able to 
let Rakic burn himself  out. Rakic needs the 
knockout to win this fight, and he likes a fast start. If  
you chase the knockout you lose the decision, 
especially against someone like Smith. To beat him 
you have to out-class him, which Rakic just isn’t 
ready to do yet at this point in his career. I think this 
one easily has FOTN potential, and both of  these 
fighters will continue to add excitement to an 
already loaded light heavyweight division, now wide 
open after Jon Jones vacated the title. 

 

High Confidence Pick: 
Over 1.5 Rounds -160 

Confident Pick: 
Smith Moneyline +215 

Value Picks: 
	 Smith Inside the Distance +350 

Smith by Submission +700 
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